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We fully agree with this comment that radar technology does not perfectly resolve pre-
cipitation on small temporal and spatial scales. Nevertheless it is important to close
the gap between the point data at rain gauges and the spatial scale provided by radar
(or the even larger scale by satellite data; see Vrieling et al., 2010, 2014). This is why
we used a high-density rain gauge field to include smaller scales.

For the application neither the point scale nor the radar or satellite scale is usually
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of interest but this may be plots, fields, or catchments. This means that a user has
to decide which data are closest to his scale of interest and he has to close the gap
between both scales. Our analysis will guide this decision and provide relations to
close the gap. Also the importance of the positional effect strongly depends on the
research question and the study area. Importance increases the shorter the time span
under focus becomes and the more convective rains prevail in the study area.
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